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Agenda Item 5:Agenda Item 5: Results of the feasibility study on the potential applications of next-generationResults of the feasibility study on the potential applications of next-generation
satellite systems to civil aviationsatellite systems to civil aviation

5.1 IINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION

5.1.1 The meeting recalled that AMCP/4 noted the near-future availability of non-geostationary-
satellite systems which are expected to provide mobile satellite communication services, as well as the
potential for application of such services to a broad segment of the aviation community at a substantially lower
cost.  AMCP/4 considered that a feasibility study of the potential of these systems for the provision of the
aeronautical mobile-satellite (route) service (AMS(R)S) was urgently needed.

5.1.2 AMCP/4 agreed that in view, inter alia, of the above developments, Working Group A
(WG-A) needed to be reactivated and its terms of reference were agreed upon.

5.1.3 The meeting was informed that following its reactivation by AMCP/4, WG-A held the
following meetings:

WG-A/9 26 August to 6 September 1996 at Eurocontrol, Brussels;
WG-A/10 28 January to 7 February 1997 at Montreal, Quebec, Canada;
WG-A/11 24 June to 4 July 1997 at London, United Kingdom;
WG-A/12 19 to 30 January 1998 at Nagoya, Japan.

The Rapporteur for this working group was Mr. Andrew Pickens (IBAC).

5.2 FFEASIBILITY STUDY OF NEXTEASIBILITY STUDY OF NEXT--GENERATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS FOR GENERATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS FOR AMS(R)SAMS(R)S

5.2.1 Working Group A has completed the study of the feasibility of next-generation satellite
systems (NGSS) for application to civil aviation and specifically to AMS(R)S.  The justification for embarking
on the feasibility study was the expectation that NGSS will provide various benefits, such as: increased
capacity for aviation, improved performance and safety, global coverage including polar areas, economic
benefit through service provision competition and lower equipment costs, smaller and lower power aircraft
equipment and broad aviation use of satellite communications.

5.2.2 The study was conducted using the following criteria for feasibility:

a) compliance with AMSS SARPs;

b) spectrum availability and interference protection;

c) technical considerations of coverage and capacity;

d) service interoperability; and

e) economic viability and other institutional aspects.

5.2.3 The study concluded that the use of NGSS for AMS(R)S was feasible.
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5.2.4 The Report on the Feasibility Study on the Use of Next-Generation Satellite Systems for
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (R) Service (AMS(R)S) is contained in Appendix A to the report on this agenda
item.

5.3 AACCEPTABILITY CRITERIACCEPTABILITY CRITERIA

5.3.1 The meeting noted that, in the context of the feasibility study report, a distinction had been
drawn between feasibility and acceptability. The report was the result of a broad high-level investigation of a
family of new systems at different stages of concept design and implementation. In the course of the
investigation, it had not been possible to acquire actual performance data or achieve an in-depth
understanding of all the candidate systems. Therefore, following the generic conclusion that NGSS were
“feasible”, the meeting recognized that further investigation was needed in order to determine the ability of a
system to support safety services (its “acceptability”) on the basis of a demonstrated verification of
performance and benefits.

5.3.2 The meeting, therefore, deemed it necessary to recommend to develop a set of acceptability
criteria. As a minimum, the criteria should address safety, long-term commitment on the part of a potential
supplier, technical and operational considerations. 

5.4 DDEVELOPMENT OF EVELOPMENT OF SARPSARPSS

5.4.1 The meeting noted the potential benefits deriving from the introduction of NGSS for AMSS.
The benefits would include improved, lower-cost data and voice communications in oceanic regions, in remote
areas and in all areas where conventional aeronautical communications may be sporadic.

5.4.2 While non-safety use of such systems was beyond the purview of the panel, the meeting noted
that NGSS would potentially provide all AMSS functions (APC, AAC, AOC and ATS) through common
avionic equipment in the aircraft.

5.4.3 In view of the potential benefits, the meeting stated the need for ICAO to commence the
development of SARPs for NGSS and perform an acceptability assessment of candidate NGSS.

5.4.4 The meeting then considered the format that SARPs for NGSS should take. In the course of
the feasibility study, several options had been considered:

a) the development of high level generic AMSS SARPs that accommodate a wide range of
satellite systems;

b) the revision and amendment of current AMSS SARPs to include NGSS;

c) the development of detailed individual SARPs for each satellite system which is suitable
to provide AMSS; and

d) the development of a minimal set of (interface and performance) requirements which
allow transparent integration of NGSS into a larger infrastructure, such as the
aeronautical telecommunication network (ATN).
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5.4.5 It was generally recognized that SARPs should include the minimum amount of detailed
material sufficient to ensure that the purpose of SARPs was satisfied.

5.4.6 The meeting noted that the “Guidelines to ANC Panels for the development of SARPs
material” could be applied to NGSS SARPs by separating fundamental (“core”) material from material of a
more detailed nature. The “core” part should contain general material, accommodating a range of satellite
systems, specifying appropriate radio frequency spectrum specifications, a minimal set of interface and
performance requirements appropriate for the transparent use of NGSS in an aviation communications
infrastructure carrying data on the ATN and voice services via standardized interfaces. The detailed part
should be system specific, with the appropriate level of technical detail. 

5.4.7 The meeting was reminded that only specifications the uniform application of which is
recognized as necessary for the safety and regularity of air navigation should be included in SARPs. For
material of any other kind, reliance should be made on ICAO manuals and circulars, or on other sources.

5.5 IINTEROPERABILITY ISSUESNTEROPERABILITY ISSUES

5.5.1 By nature of their design, the NGSS under consideration will use different frequencies,
protocols, avionics, satellites, and ground-based equipment for the satellite sub-network than the current
AMSS SARPs and, thus, they are neither inter-operable with the current AMSS SARPs nor amongst each
other.  As a result, a number of system-specific standards would be required, and the carriage of multiple
equipment on aircraft may also be required.

5.5.2 Hence, the meeting recognized that the existence of the communications infrastructure
mentioned in section 5.4.6 was a necessary condition in order to avoid the potential need for carriage of
multiple equipment which could arise from the introduction of NGSS.

5.5.3 The meeting also recognized that any national or regional mandatory requirements to use a
specific satellite communication subnetwork will adversely affect the safe and efficient provision of air
navigation services and reduce the potential of competition.

5.6 CCONCLUSIONSONCLUSIONS

5.6.1 Based on the above considerations, the meeting developed the following recommendation:

Recommendation 5/1Recommendation 5/1  — Next-generation satellite systems (NGSS)Next-generation satellite systems (NGSS)

That an appropriate ICAO body:

a) develop acceptability criteria for the use of next-generation satellite
communication systems as an aid to air traffic services; and

b) develop SARPs and guidance material, as necessary, for next-generation
satellite communications systems.
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5.6.2 The meeting noted that Working Group A had completed Item 2 of its terms of reference as
defined by AMCP/4.  The meeting agreed that a new term of reference item should be added, conditional on
the approval of the recommendation.  The proposed new item is contained in Appendix B to the report on this
agenda item.

5.6.3 The meeting noted that the Terms of Reference for Working Group A already include a task
to consider institutional aspects of providing AMSS services.  The meeting recognized the need to address
NGSS specific institutional aspects when developing acceptability criteria.

— — — — — — — —


